
Ulnar Wrist Pain Treatment Guidelines

Managing ulnar wrist pain requires a systematic approach to alleviate symptoms, address underlying 
causes, and promote optimal recovery. This comprehensive guideline aims to provide healthcare 
professionals with a structured general framework for treating patients experiencing ulnar wrist pain. By 
following these guidelines,

Conservative management

Rest and activity modification: Advise the patient to rest the affected wrist and avoid activities 
that worsen the pain, such as heavy lifting or repetitive motion. Encourage gentle movements to 
maintain some level of activity without exacerbating symptoms.

Immobilization: Consider splinting or bracing to stabilize the wrist and prevent further strain. This 
can help reduce discomfort and allow the injury to heal more effectively over time.

Medications: Prescribe nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) for pain and inflammation 
management. These medications can help alleviate symptoms and improve the patient's overall 
comfort during the recovery process.

Physical therapy: Referral to a physical therapist can help patients with ulnar wrist pain regain 
strength, flexibility, and range of motion. Physical therapy may include exercises, manual therapy 
techniques, and modalities such as heat or ice.

Ergonomic assessment: Evaluate the patient's work environment and daily activities to identify 
potential ergonomic issues that may contribute to ulnar wrist pain. Provide recommendations for 
adjustments or modifications to promote better ergonomics and reduce strain on the wrist.

Manual therapy: Manual therapy techniques, such as soft tissue mobilization and joint 
mobilizations, can help improve wrist mobility and decrease pain. These techniques may be 
performed by a physical therapist or an occupational therapist.

Corticosteroid injections: In some cases, corticosteroid injections may be used to provide short-
term relief from severe ulnar wrist pain. However, these should not be used as the sole treatment 
method and must be combined with other conservative measures for optimal recovery.

Activity modification: Encourage patients to modify their daily activities to avoid exacerbating 
symptoms. This may include using alternative methods for lifting, typing, or other activities that 
involve repetitive wrist movements.

Splinting: Wearing a splint or brace can help stabilize the wrist and reduce strain on the ulnar 
nerve. Splints may be worn during certain activities or throughout the day, depending on the 
severity of symptoms.

Surgical intervention (if indicated)

Indications for surgery: Consider surgical options for severe cases, such as persistent pain 
despite conservative measures or significant structural damage (e.g., TFCC tears, fractures). 
Discuss risks, benefits, and expected outcomes with the patient.

Post-surgical rehabilitation: Coordinate post-operative care, including physical therapy sessions 
to regain wrist strength and mobility. Monitor healing progress closely and adjust rehabilitation 
goals accordingly.


